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about
Sara Daves is an intuitive purpose coach and conflict
resolution expert. For more than two decades, she’s
learned about the power of manifesting—the hard way.
Her life fell apart after Trey, her beautiful son, crossed
over into the spirit world. Through her grieving process,
and by making lots (and lots) of mistakes, she learned
how to bring joy back into her life, even when she saw
nothing left to live for. Sara shifted her focus from a place
of lack to one of abundant possibilities and taught
herself how to consciously manifest the life experiences
she wanted—the recognition of her connection to Source
and serving through her purpose, and to empower
others to manifest a magnificent life for themselves—the
life they were meant to live. Sara’s purpose is to do her
part to anchor the consciousness of Oneness, with every
interaction, choice and energetic exchange

.

"Sara has a huge heart and wants the whole world to
shine. She taught me how to be a true Goddess and
manifest my dreams. Thank you Sara for being such a
calming light in this world. This book will teach people
how to really show up for themselves and become the
human they are meant to be."

–Honesty Liller, CPRS, Best-Selling Author of Scattered Pink

speaking topics
The Power of Manifesting
The Magical Feminine Essence
Blending the Masculine and Feminine
Empowering Yourself Empowers Everyone
Discovering Your Superpowers
Girlfriend’s Guide to Manifesting

submit a speaking
request
To inquire about scheduling a speaking engagement with
Sara, please email her at sara@saradaves.com.
You may also contact her by phone at 804-837-0040. If
you want additional info about Sara, check out her website
here: https://saradaves.com.

my "why"
You’ve surely heard the saying, “If you want something
done, you have to do it yourself.” While this is true on
some level, this belief ignores the fundamental
component to conscious manifesting: co-creation.
Conscious manifesting requires the use of both
masculine and feminine energy, however, society has
devalued the feminine for centuries. As a result, we’ve
lost access to half our manifesting power. This book is for
those who already know how to use their masculine
energy to make stuff happen and wish to understand
the powerful energy of the feminine that can help you
co-create with the universe.
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